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• My experience with GMO trees, regulations
• A scary lesson in regulatory compliance
• Ideas for regulatory reform



Conducted dozens of regulated field trials in 
USA – mostly Populus (~4 ha currently)
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Current Liquidambar field trial – 9 years old
• Test of different constructs for the genetic 

containment of a potentially invasive (and 
messy) hardwood tree
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Field trials of Bt and 
herbicide tolerant 

trees in collaboration 
with forest and biotech 

industries in Oregon 
(2001)

Wild 
typeGM



Studies of gene flow and estimation 
of it’s impacts 



Experience and lessons 
summarized in recent book chapter



October 2010 / Vol. 60 No. 9 • BioScience 729

Have written several papers about 
regulatory impacts on research and 
commercial use of GM trees
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“The strange case of the upright 
summer catkin”



Summer flowering of ~200 semi-dwarf (GA 
modified) transgenic poplar trees in a field 
trial 



A closer look at the upright summer 
catkins



This was not the intended trait for this 
regulated trial - What to do?  
• Being a good soldier, I faithfully and immediately 

reported this “unexpected occurrence” as is 
required in our permits

• Then discussed what to do about it with APHIS 
regulatory science contacts for several days 

• We wanted to leave it be for study of the novel 
and partial female flowers  

• Risk seemed to be zero and would be difficult to 
remove all of them (about 100 trees) 
• No pollen in summer to fertilize them, semi-dwarf trees



I argued my case….

• I pointed out the layers of safety from the genes 
(dwarfism, fitness reduced) and biology (lack of 
pollen or receptive females in summer, no seed 
dormancy)

• The APHIS scientists agreed, but they felt, 
legally, they probably need to report it to the 
compliance branch as a legal violation of our 
permit…





A strange tip saved the day….

• Thankfully a science colleague at APHIS alerted 
me that the report to Compliance had indeed 
occurred prior to a visit and action

• Rather than risk arrest, fines, and who knows 
what else by federal agents….





A strange tip saved the day….

• Including what would be sure to be highly 
publicized as major disregard for the rules and 
the environment by our anti-GMO friends, and 
thus a call for strict penalties and even stricter 
regulations…

• The same day, all students in our lab were 
dispatched to manually remove every “catkin”

• And the same in spring and beyond…



Students removing catkins 
from transgenic trees in spring 



We documented for APHIS that “all removed 
flowers were collected and brought back to 
the lab, then autoclaved”



A lesson about science vs. law…
• Thank goodness, the federal agents never came 

to fine me or arrest me over the grave “violation”
• A powerful lesson about the letter of the law, 

and the reality that GE methods are 
considered evil and dangerous until proven 
otherwise, period

• Biology, safety, and intended benefit are 
irrelevant



Wait, there’s more…..I have an idea…..

• One answer is to deregulate the research trial 
for science 
• Several constructs, dozens of insertion events

• So I visited APHIS and suggested this given the 
safety and benefits of the trait and associated 
knowledge





It just don’t work that way kid…
• They discussed how each event needs a pile of 

data, and now certainly an environmental impact 
statement (EIS), to withstand lawsuits

• And getting this data requires years of research 
(that is what we are trying to find a way to do)
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Many attempts to regulate (label or 
ban) at state or county level
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Regulatory reform at federal level?



New generation of GM crops 
without USDA regulatory trigger



Many other GE crops can escape 
regulation – should they?  



Coming: Gene editing technology for 
diverse traits

• Precise control over gene insertion location
• Ability to modify native genes efficiently 



Gene editing with 
diverse 
applications –
including hornless 
cattle, non-
browning 
mushrooms



Climate change & travel creating urgent 
pest problems



Forest health a major and growing 
concern



Costs associated with GMO product 
development are high

Annu. Rev. Plant Biol. 2014. 65:769–90



NEPA stopped / slowed GM crop 
approvals – much increased costs

Nature Biotechnology 29:179 (2011)

All cases slower and more costly to process



With current regulations, it’s nearly 
impossible to imagine doing the 
research and breeding (complete 
containment)



http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47354&Cr=food+security&Cr1=#.UySzoPldVUV

International trade problems due to AP 
(= adventitious presence)
Genes (events) allowed, and the amounts, vary widely among countries

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47354&Cr=food+security&Cr1=#.UySzoPldVUV


AP problems and recalls can affect a 
huge number of products

Ruth Rawlings, EU, 2013  -- LLP = low level presence of unauthorized GMO products



Numerous costly AP incidents

Ruth Rawlings, EU, 2013  -- LLP = low level presence of unauthorized GMO products



Ruth Rawlings, EU, 2013  -- LLP = low level presence of unauthorized GMO products

LLP has caused major trade disruptions 
worth >>millions
Arrows show where AP for specific varieties led to decline in trade from USA



Obama administration orders detailed 
review of biotech regulatory framework 
in USA



National Research Council 
launches major new study of 
biotechnology regulation in USA



How to make regulations smarter, 
less onerous, risk/benefit vs. 

method based?  



Some 
recently 
published 
ideas



• Novelty and risk-based, not method-based or a 
strange hybrid

• Shift away from event-based analysis to 
product-based analysis

• Workable tolerances established early in 
research and breeding that has national (and at 
least some) international recognition

• Roles of agencies in USA are re-defined and 
limited; animal biotech = “drugs” at FDA, 
regulating non-pesticides at EPA

• Novelty of conventional breeding the 
comparator: Native gene modifications exempt

Strauss and Sax ideas



Some specific exemptions/lower tiers
• Cisgenic (or functionally cisgenic) transfers from 

similar or closely related species (e.g., 
congeneric gene sources)

• Modification of expression of native genes and 
pathways (intragenic)

• Genome editing based mutagenesis
• Individual insertion events (majority of cases)
• Mutagenesis of transformation system and 

insertion sites



Canadian regulatory study 
No greater unintended impacts from GE vs. 
conventional breeding



Some other details to consider
• Rapid evaluation for products with significant 

ecological or humanitarian value, non-toxic or 
allergenic
• Early consult with USDA/FDA re. low level admixture

• Legal allowances for gene dispersal into the 
environment and associated AP during research 
and breeding, when crop-appropriate mitigation 
methods are employed
• Similar to conventional breeding
• Presumption: Extensive dilution, limited movement
• Best management practices (BMPs) not zero- nor 

strict (e.g., 0.9%) legal tolerances
• Required registration for tracking/trade?   



Exemptions and lower tiers of regulation 
do not mean that all GMO traits are 
unregulated
• Other, function-based regulations are in place at 

FDA, EPA, USDA (but need refinement/restriction)
• Companies can choose in depth regulatory reviews  

where there is high novelty or risk due to biology or 
trade-economics

• Enable agencies to challenge exemptions/tiers based 
on unique cases (functional novelty, scientific 
literature)

• Key idea is presumptive value of genetic innovation 
and method safety, vs. presumption of harm due to 
method
• Comparator is conventional breeding and plant 

domestication practices



Summary
• Regulations that presume hazard from each 

gene insertion a major problem for trade and 
research

• AP will happen – zero tolerance unworkable
• Severe problem with inbreeders like wheat, but even 

more so for outbreeders like maize, canola, trees, and 
grasses

• Coping with climate change and associated pest 
stresses need GE tools 
• Regulatory system in violation of precautionary 

principle?
• Regulatory reform overdue in USA – will it 

happen in a meaningful, forward looking way in 
today’s GMO-scared world?  





Has there been any further mortality?  
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